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Best Wishes
I am indeed very happy to know that Bharati Vidyapeeth Deemed
University College of Engineering, Pune is organising its 8th Alumni Meet.
This meet, I am sure will provide a vast platform for knowledge sharing
and facilitate phenomenal growth for societal gains. The confluence of
alumni from Academic Institutions, Industry and Entrepreneurs will go a
long way in forging a healthy relationship between the alumni and the
institute.
I compliment the organizers for taking initiative in the right direction. I
hope that this alumni meet will yield fruitful discussions and also ensure
that such initiative will continue to take place in the future.
I extend my best wishes to the Alumni.
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Yours sincerely,
Dr. Patangrao Kadam

Best Wishes
At the outset, let me congratulate Bharati Vidyapeeth Deemed University
College of Engineering, Pune for organising its 8th Alumni Meet.
I look forward to this alumni meet to provide meaningful guidance to
the young students and exchange of ideas with the mature ones. I hope this
meet will provide all the necessary impetus to fuel growth in the country
and BVDU College of Engineering, Pune in particular. BVDU has a
distinguished history of achievements in the field of education and
Research. It is always in the forefront for creating a network with reputed
Industry, International Educational Institutes and National R&D
organisations, thereby constantly upgrading, improving and setting high
standards in the field of education and research.
I would like to congratulate the organisers for organising this meet .
I extend my best wishes to the Alumni.
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Yours sincerely,
Prof. (Dr.) Shivajirao Kadam

Best Wishes

Hon’ble Dr. Vishwajeet Kadam
Secretary
Bharati Vidyapeeth, Pune
and
Member, AICTE, New Delhi

Alumni Meets hold special significance in the context that, it will bring
together, in an informed forum alumni and the Institution.
I hope this meet will give an excellent opportunity to the alumni to
exchange their ideas on various technical and technological issues
interact on issue related to growth of the institute and students .
In keeping pace with changing times, BVDU has been expanding
horizontally and vertically. It has been a constant endeavor of BVDU to
keep itself abreast with the latest and upcoming technologies in various
fields, thereby imparting quality, high standard education with an effort to
create quality and responsible human resource, which can face the
challenges of the ever changing global scenario and thus propel and fuel
the growth of the nation.
I take this opportunity to thank the organisers, for arranging this knowledge
Pull event.
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Yours sincerely,
Dr. Vishwajeet Kadam
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I extend my best wishes to the Alumni.

Best Wishes

Hon’ble Dr. A.R.Bhalerao
President Alumni Association
Dean & Principal
Bharati Vidyapeeth
Deemed University
College Of Engineering,Pune

I am sure that this institute will carry the beacon of excellence in all its
endeavors and always strive to achieve in letter and action, the university
mission statement “Social Transformation through Dynamic Education”.
I am sure that this close interactions and deliberations will bring about
constructive suggestions, improve understanding and will enrich all with
the latest and updated development of the Institution.
Our plan for the future is to develop an alumni who is a responsible citizen of
the world.
I would like to take this opportunity to express my gratitude towards the
executive council members and volunteers for providing physical and
intellectual environment for this prestigious event.
I offer my heartfelt thanks to the Alumni.
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Yours sincerely,
Dr. A. R. Bhalerao

Vice President’s Message
Our Alumni Association is progressing and has a global presence. Alumni
Association is an appropriate platform for closer interaction amongst
academician, budding researcher, engineers, scientist and industry
professional working in this field to exchange their knowledge to build
better society.
I am confident that every alumni of this institution will be successful in all
walks of their life.
I extend my best wishes to the Alumni.

Prof.Dr. J.S.Chitode
Vice President
Alumni Association

Your sincerely
Prof J.S.Chitode.

Secretary’s Message
I am trying to reach you through this small booklet, in which we have tried to
present a brief profile of the Alumni Association ,and also the information
about the institutional activities and its plans to compete in the global world.
The association is an active, action oriented and is beaming with all round
activities .This is all because of the efforts and help of the Alumni and staff.
My best wishes to you for your future
Your sincerely
Prof S.S.Chavan

Prof. S.S.Chavan
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Secretary
Alumni Association

Executive Council Members
Dr. Anand Ramchandra Bhalerao
President

Dr.Janardan Shravan Chitode
Vice President

Dr.Vasant Appaso Bugade
Vice President

Sachin Shankar Chavan
Secretary

Sanjay Lembhe
Treasurer
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BHARATI VIDYAPEETH

Bharati Vidyapeeth, the parent body of Bharati Vidyapeeth Deemed University
was established on 10th May, 1964 by Hon’ble Dr. Patangrao Kadam with the
primary / sole objective of bringing about intellectual awakening and all round
development of the people of our country through education.
Bharati Vidyapeeth is now a leading educational institution in the country, which has
created a history, by establishing within a short span of 46 years or so, 171 educational
institutions imparting education from the pre-primary stage to Ph. D. stage, in various
disciplines such as Medicine, Dentistry, Ayurved, Homoeopathy, Nursing, Arts,
Science, Commerce, Engineering, Pharmacy, Management, Social Sciences, Law,
Environmental Science, Architecture, Hotel Management & Catering Technology,
Physical Education, Computer Science, Library Science, Information Technology,
Biotechnology and Agriculture and Performing Arts.
These educational institutions, which have achieved an acclaimed academic
excellence, cater to the educational needs of thousands of students coming from
different parts of India and abroad. Our teaching faculty includes highly qualified,
experienced, dedicated and student - caring teachers. These educational institutions
are located at various places viz. Pune, Navi Mumbai, Kolhapur, Solapur, Sangli, Karad,
Panchagani, Jawhar and New Delhi.The spectacular success achieved by Bharati
Vidyapeeth is mainly a creation of unusual foresight, exceptionally dynamic
leadership and able guidance of the founder Hon’ble Dr. Patangrao Kadam.
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It has been our constant endeavor to impart high quality education and training to
our students. It is therefore, no wonder that our institutions have become nationally
known for their academic merit. In recognition of the academic excellence achieved by
these institutions and potential for development, which they posses, the
Department of Human Resource Development, Government of India and the
University Grants Commission of India have accorded the status of university to the 32
constituent units of Bharati Vidyapeeth. Besides these 171 educational institutions.
Bharati Vidyapeeth has also been successfully running a Co-operative Bank, Cooperative Consumer Stores, a Co-operative Poultry, a Co-operative Sugar Factory,
Charitable Hospitals and Medical Research Center. It has brought cooperation and
education together and made the provision in its constitution that 20% of the profit will
be dedicated for the purpose of education.

BHARATI VIDYAPEETH DEEMED UNIVERSITY

Bharati Vidyapeeth Deemed University, Pune commenced its functioning w.e.f. 26th April
1996.The passage of time has not only earned BVDU a reputation amongst the top
universities in India, but has also established its name globally. As a crowning glory to all this
Bharati Vidyapeeth Deemed University received an “A” grade accreditation by National
Assessment & Accreditation Council (NAAC)in 2004 and has been reaccredited with A
Grade in 2011 as an autonomous body of UGC. Additionally, institutions like college of
Engineering, Pune Poona College of Pharmacy, Pune and Institute of Management &
Research, New Delhi are also accredited by the National Board of Accreditation (NBA) The
Constituent units of the University are located across eight campuses in India. All the
campuses have excellent infrastructure and are equipped with all necessary facilities to
facilitate and impart high quality education. These campuses are located at Pune, New
Delhi, Navi Mumbai, Sangli, Kolhapur, Karad and Solapur. To abide by its commitment of
delivering excellent and quality education the university offers a comprehensive
range of undergraduate and postgraduate programmes. Presently BVDU offers a total of
234 courses in different subjects at various levels. Out of this 44 programmes are at
undergraduate level and 104 programms are of post graduate level and 37 are
diploma programmes. Additionally it also offers M.Phil programmes in 3 subjects and Ph.D
programmes in 34 subjects. The distance learning wing offers 16 courses, covering a wide
range of disciplines. The university has planned consciously by giving equal emphasis to
basic and applied research involving inter disciplinary approach. The university has
exclusively established three research institutes namely Interactive Research School of
Health Affairs (IRSHA), Research & Development Center in Pharmaceutical Sciences &
Applied Chemistry and Yashwantrao Chavan Institute of Social Science studies &
Research. In 2009 - 2010, 600 research scholars from different knowledge domains for 50
projects received a total grants of Rs.7,94,62,705 from various project/ research funding
agencies.
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Continuous updating and modernization of courses and their syllabi.
Use of modern education technology
Optimum use and quality maintenance of interactive studies including laboratories, libraries
and playground
Effective and productive transmission & creation of knowledge
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Major approaches of University for imparting quality education are

College Of Engineering

BVDU College of Engineering, Pune established in 1983 is one of the oldest and largest Engineering Colleges
in the State of Maharashtra. The College has been ranked as an 'A' grade Engineering

College by the

Government of Maharashtra. The College celebrated its silver jubilee in the year 2008-09. Over the last
27years, the College has made all round progress and is now acclaimed as one of the best Engineering
College in this part of the country. In surveys conducted by DATA QUEST & IDC on India's leading
technical schools &colleges, in the last 4 years, the college consistently ranked among the top 50 institutes in
the

country. The College has been ranked as 'A' grade Engineering College by the Government of

Maharashtra.
The College strongly believes that in-depth knowledge has an edge over lot of things. While designing the
programme, core focus is given on creating highly skilled and modern professionals who can address &
undertake challenges in their career. The college presently offers 10 programme at under graduate level ,
which are B. Tech. in Chemical, Civil, Computer, Electrical, Electronics, Electronics & Telecommunications,
Information Technology,

Mechanical Production and

offered are M.Tech in Chemical, Civil,

Bio- Medical. The Post Graduate programmes

Computer, Electrical, Electronics, Mechanical& Information

Technology.
The college has a Center for Professional Courses, under which courses like, post graduate diploma in
software technology, post graduate diploma in surface coating technology, post graduate diploma in
construction management & safety, Certificate program in Business Management and training courses for
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CAT, GATE, & GRE Examinations are offered .

COURSES
Any educational institution gets recognized with the quality of course that it offers. The knowledge it
provides to students, its interface and relevance matters a lot. The Institute strongly believes that in
depth knowledge has a edge over lot of things. Being consistent in providing high quality education
to our students, BVUCOE has been proudly running various such programmes.
Programmes are designed in a way that show path of knowledge and progress to the students and
they get geared up for tackling challenging careers.
Not only programmes but healthy academic environment play crucial role in overall development
of students. The college seeks to create outstanding learning environments for students, foster
academic excellence and also encourage students to engage in meaningful ways with their
learning communities.
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Degrees in following disciplines are awarded

Faculty Resources
Any institution apart from its infrastructure facilities is identified by the knowledge resources
it possesses.The commitment towards the students is highly reflected bythe devotion of
the teaching staff.
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Building

Infrastructure

Any academic institution needs the infrastructure to keep pace with its academic growth.
All basic amenities need to be provided that are required for meaningful teaching and
learning process.
* Beautiful infrastructure with modern architecture.
* The Institution is located in four buildings.
*All infrastructural facilities are deligently made and available in the premises.
*Total built up area :32,970 Sq.m.

Improvement in infrastructure facilities
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* Total built-up area added of 8760 sq. m.
* separate buildings for Library, Workshop, Department of Mechanical
and Production Engg.

Library
Books reflect the real worth of any institution and hence BVUCOE is regarded as one
of the leading colleges with good library infrastructure and massive collection of books,
periodicals for staff and students.

Digital Libary

The library has membership of,
* IIT Mumbai,
* National Chemical Laboratories, Pune
*ARAI, Pune
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In addition to the central library, each department has departmental
library with books donated by alumni and faculty.
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Online Public Access Catalogue (OPAC), reprography are other facilities
available to the students.

Research & Developement
Research Profile

Highlights of Research Output from 2004-05 to 2010-11
Research Publications in Journals and Conferences:498
Journal Publications with impact factor: 62
Impact factor of journal publication: upto 3.858

.

MOUs/Collaborations at International and National level:09
,
Sponsored Research Projects
Total: 23, Completed: 17, Ongoing: 06
Total Funding received: Rs. 1,45,80,982/No. of research scholars registered for Ph.D: 91
No. of Ph.D awarded :19
International Conference organized: NANOCON 010
on 14,15 Oct 2010.

LIST OF RESEARCH PUBLICATIONS
The progress in Research and Technological activities is directly attributed to the research
and publication output in reputed International and National Journals and presentations
in conferences/seminars.
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The following tabulation describes the contribution of faculty yearwise.

RESEARCH ACCOMPLISHMENTS- HIGHLIGHTS
Continuing research as an integral component of academia improves the quality output
in Engineering and Technological developments. Quality engineering education
coupled with innovative research and development is absolutely essential towards the
overall faculty development. This helps to bridge the gap between the products of the
college and the end requirements of the industries and the R&D organizations. Hence
faculty participation in research to keep abreast with continuous technological activities is
vital. Accordingly Institute promotes participation of faculty in research by providing
a conducive environment and motivation.
Being a leading institution, it is extremely important to be connected with industries and
academic institutions and R & D organizations in India and abroad . The college has strong
associations with National & Multinational Companies and other
educational
institutions. The college has signed Memorandum of Understanding with North
Carolina A & T state University, Greensboro USA, University of Venice, Italy, Infosys,
Wipro,TCS, Oracle, S. K. F .India Limitedetc.
Institute has received no. of research grants from various agencies like AICTE, DST, DRDO,
MODROBS, IEI etc. Institute encourages faculty members to publish and present
papers in reputed journals and conferences . Further the faculty is encouraged to carry
research in International Universities. Some faculty members are pursuing PhD with NCAT,
USA on frontier
research topics. Our own University also conducts PhD /Doctoral
programmes in the faculty of Engineering and Technology. This provides an opportunity to
the researchers to work on innovative topics. Our university also has provision for Financial
awards and seed money is allocated for research activity by our College.
During the last decade considerable research is accomplished in the various
departments and disciplines as highlighted below.
1. Civil Engineering Department:
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Research in the field of' Environmental Engineering undertaken by Civil department is
extremely important since its impact on the very sustenance of mankind can never be
undermined. The Environmental Engineering Laboratory has been modernized to work
towards better water quality management and air pollution, control in day to day lives. In
addition to this, behavior of building comprising of RCC members under gravity and
lateral loading is a topic of interest for civil engineers and is being pursued. Research work
on topics like protection of scour around bridge pier, Energy dissipation over stepped
spillway, design of setting tank are also being pursued.

Concrete
encased
steel
composite
members of framed structure are established
for use in earthquake resistant construction. With
this research it is also expected that tremendous
reduction in weight of the structures is possible,
which in turn reduces lateral forces due to
earthquakes. Use of Geosynthetics for
improvement of soil properties, use of various
fibres for improvement in concreteproperties
are some of the other research areas
related to Civil Engineering.Nearly one Km
tunnel was constructed on Katraj by-pass
highway on Pune –Satara road. For this
Geological Engineering Consultancy was
provided by Civil Engineering Department.
Researchfacilities developed:
Environment engineering laboratory is modernized to conduct experiments related to
water quality management, air pollution control. The laboratory can be used for
interdisciplinary purpose. For this purpose AICTE has provided grant of Rs. 6,00,000/- under
MODROBS scheme.
In Hydraulics Engineering Laboratory, tilting flume and wind tunnel facilities are
established .
2. Chemical Engineering Department:
In Chemical Engineering, the development of continuous fixed bed adsorption column
is in advanced stage towards the removal of fluoride and trace organics from ground
water. The presence of fluoride in drinking water in India is one of the major health issues as
in many parts of the world. A column studies are carried out for the best adsorption
material and various parameters are studied and an adsorption column is designed as a
low cost model for the adsorption. Research grant worth Rs. 5.75 lacs has been received
by AICTE under Research promotion scheme for the same.
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Research in the field of waste water treatment using advanced oxidation
processes is also underway. Institute has taken initiative and
facility is made
available to induce cavitation using ultrasound probe for the treatment of organic
pollutants. Development of Cavitation based innovative hybrid technique is very
important towards the waste water treatment.
Bharati vidyapeeth Deemed
university hasa given a fund of Rs. 2.75 lakhsfor establishing this facility
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Separation processes in process industries depend mainly on the Vapour liquid
equilibrium (VLE)data for the components
present. Lack of correct knowledge
about VLE of Multi-components can make the process non viable.
Research is ongoing in the field of Phase equilibrium studies to generate Vapour Liquid
Equilibrium data for multi component system. Research grant worth Rs.10.5 lacs has been
received
by AICTE under Career Award for Young Teachers for the same.

Researchfacilities developed:
Process Dynamics and control, Chemical reaction Engineering ,Unit operation and
mass transfer laboratories are modernized utilizing the grant of
AICTE (MODROBS) worth
Rs. 12 lacs. Analytical facilities like Gas Chromatograph, UV spectrophotometer,
HPLC, are established. Software facilities like ChemCAD, TK solver, gProms software ,
Dynochem are made available for carrying out research int he field of modeling and
simulation.
3. Electronics , E&TC and Biomedical Engineering Department:
In Electronics Engineering, research is ongoing in Fiber Optic Sensors and Probes which are
designed and aimed for proper measurement and analysis of Glucose in blood. The fiber
optic probe is specially designed and absorption property (light) is used for quantitative
and qualitative analysis. Research grant worth Rs. 0.5 lacs was received from Institution
of Engineers India(IEI) for carrying out the research .
Biomechanics is the upcoming field in Biomedical Engineering. This includes the mechanics
applied on the human body in order to design and fulfill the requirements of the body
parts in order to correct it or replace it fully. Research is initiated on the development of
Biomechanics models which are controlled electronically to help the patients.
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The text to speech synthesizer was developed mainly for visual disabled people. They
can read the newspaper available on the websites with the help of text to speech
synthesizer. This system converts the input text to correspond sound output. This project uses
a combination of database and word breaking into small units where a syllable is the basic
unit of breaking. This research work was funded by Institution of Engineers India(IEI) and
grant worth Rs. 0.2 lacs was received.

Researchfacilities developed:
VLSI laboratory is established in
collaboration with Actel Corp, USA.
VLSI kits and software worth l.5 Cr are
received from Actel Corporation USA.
Two major applications are: 1. Better
health care and alternative efficient
solution for
remote
patient
monitoring system. 2. Efficient and
reliablefault monitoring &
alarm
system for nuclear plants ,a strategic
sector.
4. Electrical

Engineering Department:
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Electrical area witnessed the development of Microprocessor controller based
traffic control using nail arrangement with FSK. Aim of the work was to
regulate the
traffic flow with the help of microcontroller 89C51 and nail

arrangement driven by stepper motor. This research work was funded by Institution
of Engineers India(IEI) and grant worth Rs. 0.25 lacs was received.
Energy audit system and electricity cost reduction program were implemented
in Bharati Hospital, KEM Hospital, Bharati Bhavan etc..This research resulted
in
considerable Energy savings and has benefitted many High Tension Consumers.
Microprocessor based phas or group testing of three phase transformer was developed
which
eliminates a number of small tests for the vector group identification offering
a single test set to get a direct display of the group without
making any direct
measurement. This research work was funded by Mahati Electrics Pvt. Ltd., India and
grant worth Rs. 0.2 lacs was received.
Research facilities developed:
A complete hardware
solution for E- learning compatible system was developed
usinga grant worth Rs. 5.00 lacs byAICTE( MODROBS).
L & T has sponsored and established the entire lab of Switch gears and protection systems.
The Wind Generated Electric Supply system as Household Unit is in a development stage.
5. Production Engineering Department:
Micro Hardness Testing machine
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As a part of continuous modernization and upgradation of laboratories, various facilities
are established in Production Engineeering department which includes Microhardness
testing machine, Tensometer ,VARTM setup, Surface tester etc. to carry out research
invarious fields. Workshop has also been modified with modemequipments such as CNC
turning lathe.

Research in the field of Manufacturing
of panels of plain and complex shapes
using composite materials and Nano
Fibers (Electros pining Method) by
VARTM Process is in progress. Research
grant worth Rs.10 lacs has been
received from DMSRDE/ DRDO Kanpur
for the same.
Researchfacilities developed:
Modernization of
Metallurgy
Laboratory was carried out utilizing
grant worth Rs. 5.3 lacs received from
AICTE
(Under MODROBS). In the
Metallurgy laboratory, the commissioning of Auto Indexing Hardness tester shall
accelerate research in metals, steels and other materials.

6. Mechanical Engineering Department:
In the Materials Technology front, the
commissioning of Auto Indexing Hardness
tester has, accelerated research in metals,
steels and other materials. The vital is
acquired in Production Engineering to
conduct research on Electrochemically
Drilled
Deep
(equipment)
Hole
Technology required in the Aerospace
and Defense sectors. This research work was
funded by DST and grant worth Rs 21.54 lacs
was received.
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Innovation in Gear dynamics and
Aerostatic Conical Air Bearings are
significant in
Mechanical Engineering.
Dynamic analysis of Gear systems for high
speed machinery is in advanced stage.
Analytical and experimental studies are
conducted on the static and dynamic
behavior of aerostatic conical bearing with feed slots. Analytical & Experimental Studies
are also carried out on Dynamic Loosening of Thread Fasteners in Machine Structures with
a special preference to Soft Foot Condition. With an increased demand of high-speed
machinery, dynamic analysis of gear systems has assumed considerable importance. The
development in this area is in progress.

7. Computer Engineering and IT
Department:
The Computer and IT sectors are active
with new softwares, web design and
Computer related techniques for IT
enabled services. One potential area
includes the development of a better
Fracture Imaging Analysis Technique to
be useful for
orthopedic surgeon in
perfect diagnosis and surgeries.
Research undertaken for High Non-Stationary EEG Analysis Using Wavelets is very
significant. EEG is the neurophysiologic measurements of the electrical activity of the
brain. In this research a new software tool is designed and implemented to simplify
the complexity of EEG signal. This type of analysis is very useful for medical applications,
bio-medical research, brain computer interface, artificial intelligence, etc. This research
work was funded by AICTE under research promotion scheme and grant worth Rs. 2.15
llacs was received. Application of EEG for brain-computer interface (BCI) is developed in
detail. This technology has the ability to bring color to the blocked people suffering with
the disorders but it also brings the promise of simplifying every individual's lives. This
research work was funded by AICTE under research promotion scheme and grant worth
Rs. 4. 6 lacs was received.
Research is carried out for development of extended Log structured file system for Linux
operating system. The aim of this work was to design and implement a file system that
can be used in production servers so that overall system performance can be increased.
A wide range of users from industry and academics will be benefited by this research
work.
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In addition to this, research is also initiated to develop Integrated rougue access point
detection system in wireless network. This research is funded by AICTE under research
promotion scheme and grant of Rs.4.5 lacs is received.

PLACEMENTS
A separate department with experienced full time training and placement officer is
established for assisting students for placements.
Department imparts training to the students in analytical skills, communications skills,
group discussion, personal interview techniques, and personality development in order to
prepare them to face the interviewscompetently.
placements
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In last five years, an average of 70 percent students have got the
invarious companies.

Collaborations and MoU
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The College has signed 12 Memorandum of Understanding with various leading
international academic, Research Institutions and Industries. To name a few, these are North
Carolina A & T State University, USA, SKF (I) Ltd.,TCS, Oracle University, KarRoxTechnologies,
Microsoft IT Academy

INPLANT TRAINING
Developed excellent liaison with all types of industries in last ten years. As a result of this 640 students of final year
Engineering got in plant training in companies such as ONGC, BSNL, Kalani Forge, Reliance, Bajaj Auto Ltd,L
&T,TCS, HP, Philips ,Tata Motars etc
Every Year approximately 100 studenta are getting projects from the industry.

SPORTS
Bharati Vidyapeeth Deemed University College of Engineering is one of the leading college in University for
active participation in sports and to great success in various competitions.
We also provide facilities for indoor sports such as Badminton,Tabletennis,Swimming etc. and outdoor sports
such as Kabaddi,Volleyball,Khokho,Basketball,Football,Handball,Softball etc.

ART CIRCLE
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To give the platform for performing art and cultural activities Art Circle formed under which students can
perform and participate in various competition all over India. Team of Art Circle has won the prizes at Bharati
Youth Festival in Bajan,Folk dance,Group song,Garaware College in street play and Mine,Unmad IIM
Bangalore in street play and Mime,Singhad Karandak in group singing and in Harmony at Y.C College ,Pune.
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Bharatiyam techfest was organized in March 2012 where more than 3000
students participated in it. It comprises of 27 technical and many cultural

Extra Curricular Activities
BHARATIYAM
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The Institution organizes Blood Donation Camp on the occasion of Birthday of
Chancellor and Secretary in month of January ,1175 bottles of blood were collected.
The Camp was inaugurated by Ramprasad Bangud, President Raktache Nathe
Foundation.
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BLOOD DONATION
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Best Practice
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Facilities for Staffs and Students

MEET
The Alumni Association was established in the year 2003. It was formed by an
Executive Council comprising of 25 members who meet every quarter in a year tp
discuss and decide the future development of association. The office bearers of the
association are also part of administration body.
Till date we have organized seven alumni meets, for which the response was good.
Today the strength of alumni is 3200 and is increasing day by day.

1st Alumni Meet
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The First Meet was organised on 30th Nov 2003. It was a joyous moment for the Alumni. As the alumni
association was formed and started functioning, they can now recall their college memories, meet friends,
teachers and share their experience with them. They were also happy to hear about development of the
college. President Dr. A. R. Bhalerao while addressing the alumni said that, with the help of alumni, the
Institution can have industry-institute interaction which will help the students in their projects, training etc.
On behalf of alumni Mr. Milind Patil assured that they will provide help and co-operation to the Institution and
the students in practical approaches.

2nd Alumni Meet
The Second Meet was arranged on 2nd Oct 2004 for which Dr.
Shailesh Deshpande was the chief guest, who was Alumni of 1989 b a
t c h (De partment ProductionEngineering),President of President
Technologies. He completed his PhD for U.S.A . On this occasion he
said that he was happy to be chief guest in his own college. He said
that an alumni from Bharati Vidyapeeth can shine anywhere in world ,
because the mould or pattern in which casting is formed is dynamic
and flexible for all the needs. More than 200 Alumni were present, Dr.A.
R.Bhalerao Prof. R.W.Jawale, Prof. V. A. Bugade & Prof. J. S.Chitode
all staff co-ordinator, H.O.D's and all faculty members were also
present.
The President Dr.A.R. Bhalerao guided alumni on giving the present
status of the college and the guidelines to development of the
association.
The Welcome Speech was given by Secretary Prof. V.A. Bugade.
There was an entertainment program which ended with delicious
dinner.

3rd Alumni Meet
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The Third Meet was arranged on 2nd Oct 2005. In this meet it
was decided that Alumni will contribute through seminars,
guest lectures and practical demos which will help the
students understand the practical approaches. President Dr.
A.R.Bhalerao guided alumni to render consultations or provide
services to industries in the field of technology to know how ,
standardization, testing facilities and in such other fields
related to engineering. He also persuaded them to publish
and circulate books, papers, periodicals and circulars either
through print or electronic media for the promotion or
stimulation of engineering research at the institute. The
Welcome Speech was given by Secretary Prof. V. A. Bugade &
vote of thanks by Treasurer Mr. Bhutkar in presence of Vice
Principal Prof. R.W.Jawale, Vice president Prof.J. S. Chitode,
Joint Secretary Mr. S. S. Chavan.All H.O. D's,staff and students
were also present.
There was entertainment function which ended with a
delicious dinner.

4th Alumni Meet
The Fourth Meet was held on 2nd October 2007 in the
college premises. The function was inaugurated by the
Chief Guest Mr. Milind Jagtap, Chairman Softhard
Automation. He addressed the alumni and students on
the issue of opportunities of Engineer's, in various field and
shared his experience as an Enterprenure and motivated
the students to be a good businessmen's.
President Dr. A. R. Bhalerao guided alumni on the various
plan's& scheme for development i.e. to enhance
modernize and upgrade the existing facilities at the in
stitute with the help of association. To grant scholarships to
deserving students and to arrange to provide loans and
other monetary and non monetary assistance to deserving
students of the Institute for higher education. To undertake,
conduct, carry on, and help to carry out scientific
/academic study and research in engineering. To develop
State of technology measurement Laboratory .
The Welcome Speech was given by Secretary Mr. S.
S.Chavan & vote of thanks by Treasurer Mr.Bhutkar in
presence of Vice Principal Prof. R.W.Jawale, Vice President
Prof. J. S. Chitode. All H.O.D's, staff and students were also
present. Cultural programme was performed by the Art
circle. The meeting ended with a delicious dinner.

5th Alumni Meet
The Fifth Meet was organised on 1st Feb 2009 Sunday at the
Harvest club in Pune. The welcome address was delivered
by the Secretary Mr. S. S. Chavan. He gave the status of
Alumni Association.
Mr. Krishnan Iyer, Guest of Honour gave a very emotional
speech and said the credit of his achievements goes
to the college. He appreciated the values and culture of
the college. He narrated a story of old Professor and
explained the moral of the story that God made coffee and
not cups.
Mr. Atul Goel, Cheif Guest refreshed his memories and said he
owes part of his life to this institute. He talked about how to corelate education and business. He also said that the Institution
is not only for education but is also for forming peer
association with each other for future. The chief guest
contributed to the Institution by announcing that he will train
10 students of the Institution every year through his company.
He also requested the association to conduct next meet in his
resort Chouki-dhani.
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A cultural programme was performed by Art Circle. Vote of
thanks was delivered by Prof. S. D. Lembhe (Treasurer). The
meet ended with a delicious dinner.

6th Alumni Meet
The Sixth Alumni meet was organized on 2nd February 2010 at
Choki Dhani. The Cheif guest for meet was Mr.Unmesh
Jagtap ,President Unpa Engineering an alumni of
mechanical engineering from partment of batch 1996
batch and Mr.Jitendra Raguvir,famous magian alumni of
Production Engineering Department of the 1998 batch.
The Meet started with visit to the choki dhani at 5.00p.m with
large number of alumni ,staff and students.
Prof S.S.Chavan, Secretary of association welcomed all the
alumni ,briefing them about the development of the
association and also announced awards for academic excellence. Many alumni shared their feelings
about plans in development of the association and the institute and promised to come back to the institute
when needed and also agree to share their experience through seminars, workshops and arranging of
industrial visits and trainings for the students.
Mr.Unmesh Jagtap, guest felt very proud for being the chief
guest in his own college and thanked the college for
instilling so kind to him in all-round development and multi
skills. He announced to collaborate with institute for doing
research activities in producing electricity using wind and
solar energy. President Dr.A.R.Bhalearo was very proud to
hear about the research activities of alumni aboard and
their all-round performance. He also announced about
events and activities of the college i.e international
conference,Tech- fest ,collaboration with Tata-Motors for
training more than 5000 workers etc.He welcomed all the
suggestions from the alumni and promised to implement
were ever possible. All H.O.D.‘s staff & student were present.
Program was ended with delicious dinner.

7th Alumni Meet

Seventh Alumni Meet was organised on 6th Feburary 2011 at BVU, Pune campus. The Secretary
Association

Prof.Sachin Chavan welcomed the Guests

and all the alumni.

of Alumni

Annual report of Alumni

Association was presented to the alumni. The Secretary explained the activities to be conducted this year
which included
·

Develop & Donate one seminar hall for all purpose

The Treasurer Mr.S.D.Lembhe of Alumni Association read report of financial position of Alumni Association.
The President of Alumni Association Dr. A.R.Bhalerao Felicitated the Guest of the function Mr.Kishor Vyas CEO
Digilog Group, Nasik..The president of Alumni association also felicitated the Guest & gave the process report
of Institute and appeal all the alumni to contribute in devlopment of Association & Institute. On this occasion EBulletin of Alumni Association was released by Mr.Kishor Vyas. The Alumni shared their thoughts and
interacted with their fellow .Mr.Jayesh Sanvi ( Actor and theatre personality) said that “Money and name is
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not everything in life, one should have ability ,will and driving force from inside to be successful.”He also said

Mr.Narendra Kulkarni, shared his
feelings of student life. He also
appealed all to attend the programs
of Shiv Khera- writer of the famous
book “How to win”. He said winners
do things which no one wants to do.
Few of the alumni appreciated the
administrative staff in Principal's office
and the helping nature of all staff.
One of the alumni requested to form
a data base to connect all the alumni
together and help the college
progress in future.
One of the alumni

Mr.Satish Todmal requested to keep social outlook in mind and keep one to one

interaction with the industry persons.
Mr.Satyen Narke( Consultant) praised the environment of college and gave credit of all his success to
college.
Mr. Vishnat(CEO IT company) expressed his attachment with the college. He said Persistence and
perseverance are the two qualities that makes a person overcome all the hurdles.
Chief guest Mr.Kishor Vyas shared his experiences and reminded about the inspiring words of teachers
and quoted that” inspiring words are colourful beeds of life”.He praised the college development in all the
fields.
Mr.Shekhaar Tilekar said Bharati Vidyapeeth has contributed to the engineering world. He quoted that
world is competitive and success is now a relative term. Therefore don't compare success with each other.
President of Alumni Association presented the progress of college and shared the good news of college
being in top 50 colleges in the country for the last few years. He also mentioned the strengths of college
which include research work, Library ,faculty etc. He announced that College is starting M Tech course in
Nanotechnology in collaboration with North Calorina Agricultural and Technical State
University(NCAT),U.S.A. under which student will complete course work here and do the dissertation at
NCAT.
Vice Principal Prof. R.W.Jawale, Vice President of Association Dr.J.S. Chotode, All H.O.D.’s & staff were
present for function. Cultural function programme was presented by students of Art Circle. The programme
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ended with delicious Dinner.
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Alumni Association Future plans
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

To develop Language Laboratory.
Sponsor Workshop.
Sponsor students for technical paper presentation.
Arranging Industrial Visit.
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